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Neighborhood Based Planning
Task Teams and Leaders as of June 21, 2002

Population (Nancy Hall): Describes the demographic data of the community and region.

Water, topography, and soil resources (Art Astarita): Inventory significant water resources such as aquifers, estuaries, rivers and coastal areas and their vulnerability to degradation.

Other significant or critical natural resources (Lynn Richards): Inventory significant natural resources, such as wetlands, wildlife and fisheries habitat, plant habitat, coastal islands, sand dunes, scenic areas, shore lands, defined heritage coastal areas, agriculture and forestry.

Marine Resources (Curtis Rindlaub): Inventory marine related resources and facilities. Plan also should address preservation of access to coastal waters for commercial fishing, commercial mooring, and docking.

Historic and architectural resources (Kim Macisaac): Inventory historic and architectural resources while recognizing their importance to the community and that worthy resources should be protected. Also, will investigate the overall character of the community and how its members feel about that character.

Land use patterns (Dick Springer): Gather land use information describing current and projected development patterns in an effort to describe two different areas, growth and rural areas.

Housing (Keith Hults/Marjorie Pfyfe): Inventory available residential stock.

Transportation (David Cohan): Inventory transportation systems, including the capacity of existing and proposed thoroughfares, secondary routes, pedestrian ways and parking.

Recreation and open space (Don Stein/Nancy Hall): Describe existing recreation, park and open space areas and significant points of public access to shorelands.

Public Facilities (Peter Deane): Inventory capital facilities and public services necessary to support them while protecting the environment and health, safety, and welfare of the public and the costs of those facilities and services.

Economy/Fiscal Capacity (Needs Leader!): Inventory economic data describing the neighborhood community and its region.

Relationship with the City (Bill Hall): Describe and assess how Peaks Island is represented within Portland city government.

Image Presentation (Barbara Hoppin): Coordinate an exhibit of Peaks Island images, including past, present and artist representations, debut during the June 21/23 PeaksFest.

Workshop Planning (Chris Hoppin): Plan and coordinate the community-wide planning workshop on Sunday, August 4th from 1 to 5 PM at the Lions Club.

Vision Statements (Cynthia Cole): Produce interviews and predictions from residents.

For additional information or to join a Task Team, please call Nate Gray 766 2202, Bill Hall 766 2514, Cynthia Cole 766 5550 or Chris Hoppin 766 2593.

We need more participants! Our website is www.geocities.com/netpina.